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LESSON: Revision of all topics using Typhoon game 

Student Outcome: Students will revise and practise lesson material while being engaged in a 
team game. 

Notes: 

This game is completely versatile, and can be adapted and used for a great many different 
purposes. In this particular case I was using it for revision of parts of speech. 

Preparing the game: 

1. On the board draw a grid – in this case I drew a 5 x 7 grid with 35 squares, and each 
column and row is given a reference (letter / number / word) 

e.g. 

5

4

3

2

1

A B C D E F G

In some situations it is worth using vocabulary words for the grid references (e.g. an adjective / 
number for horizontal and a noun for vertical) because it gives the students practice at reading and 
saying these words when they choose their box. 

The size of the grid can be varied for longer / shorter game sessions, depending on how quickly 
the class moves through the questions. 

2. On a piece of paper draw the same grid. Put a score into each box. 

• Most boxes will contain a number score - such as 10, 100 50, 1, 1000000 ... it doesn’t really 

matter. 

• Some boxes will contain a ‘T’ for “Typhoon”. 

Optionally, some boxes could contain: 

• ‘S’ for “Steal” 

• ‘D’ for “Double” 

• ‘Swap’ for “Swap”! 
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3. Put the students into teams – it doesn’t matter how many, as long as there are at least 3 teams. 
Write/draw a place on the board where each team score will be (progressively) recorded. 

4. Have some questions ready to ask about the set topic. 

Playing the Game 

Each team in turn is asked a question – they can confer and come up with the answer. 

(To be ‘fair’, I try to give the same type of question to each group, so that the game moves on in 
‘rounds’). 

If the answer is given in reasonable time and is correct, then they get to “choose a box”. If not, then 
the next team is given their question. If someone blurts out an incorrect answer, that is taken as 
their answer. 

(Whatever is in the chosen box is then written recorded in the corresponding box on the board.) 

• If the box has a numerical score, this is recorded (added to previous score) next to 
the team name on the board. 

• If the box has a ‘T’, they are asked to decide which team’s score they would like to 
‘blow away’ – but they get no score themselves. 

• If the box has an ‘S’, they are asked to choose whose score they would like to 
‘steal’, gaining that score and leaving the other team with zero. 

• If the box has a ‘D’, they can double their present score (but 0 + 0 is still 0!) 

• If the box has ‘Swap’, they must choose which team they wish to swap scores with – 

although this may in fact give them a lower score. 

If the game is progressing more slowly than expected, and there will not be time to 
complete all the questions before the end of the lesson, then the grid could still be 
completed by simply allowing each team in turn to choose a box without first answering a 
question. 

Subsequent games 
Not all games have to include all of the score options, and more can be added if desired. 

It has been found that using massive numbers (millions) can increase excitement without really 
affecting the way the game progresses. 

After one or two sessions, the students should very soon be able to ‘run’ the game themselves. 
Ask a team / group to work on the questions, the grid, presenting the game etc – it can prove a 
very worthwhile learning activity in itself. 
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Examples of Typhoon Questions 

A1. Name three verbs 

A2. Name three nouns 

A3. Name three adjectives 

A4. Name three adverbs 

A5. Name three prepositions 

A6. Name three Question Words 

A7. Names three tenses 

Make a sentence using this pronoun and this verb: 

B1. He .... work 

B2. They ... eat 

B3. You ... think 

B4. We ... drive 

B5. I ... sit 

B6. She ... can 

B7. It ... rain 

Choose the right phrasal verb: 

C1. Do we have any more pens? No, we don’t. We ____________ 

Ran out of them / ran into them 

C2. Does Carol still have the flu? No, she _______________ a few days ago. 

Got over it / got it over 

C3. Does Jill get along with her brother? No. He ______________ all the time. 

Picks her on / picks on her 

C4. I can’t remember Tom’s phone number. You should ___________________. 

Look up to him / look it up 

C5. Amy knows all the answers in class. Does the teacher always ___________? 

Call on her / call her on 

C6. This is a very difficult problem. I know. I can’t ___________________ 

Figure out it / figure it out 

C7. Have you heard from Pam recently? Yes, I _____________ the other day. 

Heard her from / heard from her 
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What does the phrasal verb mean? / which is the right phrasal verb? 

D1. Richard takes after his mother 

They are both shy / His mother always arrives first / He’s always with her 

D2. Please turn off the air conditioner 

It’s too hot in this room / The room is too small / It’s too cold in this room 

D3. I’m going to take these slacks back 

They’re new / they’re medium / They’re too baggy 

D4. Fran can’t find her notebook 

I hope she didn’t throw it out / I hope she didn’t fill it out / I hope she didn’t take it off 

D5. Bob doesn’t get along with his neighbours 

He can’t stand to talk to them / He likes them very much / He looks up to them 

D6. I hope I don’t run into my old boyfriend 

Why? Will he get hurt? / Why don’t you want to see him? / Why? Does he like to jog? 

D7 Paul had to do his homework over 

It was excellent / He didn’t think it over / He had made a lot of mistakes 

 

Make a question to get this answer: 

E1. I come from Australia. 

E2. It’s half past six. 

E3. I think I’ll have some Nasi Goreng, please. 

E4. I want a ticket to Kuala Lumpur, please. 

E5. I want two of them, please. 

E6. I have been waiting for two hours. 

E7. It was me, I broke it. 

Give a short answer to this question: 

F1. Have you ever been to Australia? 

F2. Did you come here by plane? 

F3. Are these your bags? 

F4. Can you drive a car? 

F5. Have you seen the movie ‘Shrek’? 

F6. Do you like to eat curry? 

F7. Is this your house? 
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Example of Typhoon Game

5 10 2001 T 500 100 D 50

4 20 T 50 T 200 2 T

3 Swap 200 Swap 10 1 200 S

2 S 100 500 100 T 100 20

1 100 T 20 10 D S 50

A B C D E F G
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